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Project Update
Recent work on the new Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge has
focused on concrete placement. The week of July 11, 2022,
crews constructed and placed concrete for the drilled shaft
at bent four left and the column at bent seven left. Crews
have two drilled shafts left to construct at bent three. Crews
also placed concrete for the Pierre-side abutment. Prior
to placing the concrete, crews constructed block-outs for

where the abutment bearing bolts will be inserted. A bearing
is a component of a bridge which provides a resting surface
between bridge piers and the bridge deck. Bearings carry the
loads or movement in both vertical and horizontal directions
from the bridge superstructure and transfers those loads to
the bridge piers and abutments. Each abutment will contain
six disc bearings.
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Contractor Spotlight:
Morris, Inc.
Morris, Inc. of
Pierre/Fort Pierre
will be conducting
manhole and
storm sewer work
in preparation
to begin the MSE
(mechanically
stabilized earth)
wall for the new
bridge. Morris,
Inc. was founded in 1970 by Milton Morris and is owned
by him and his wife, Dawn Morris, and their five children.

Drilling the drilled shaft at bent four left

After returning to central South Dakota from the Vietnam
War, Milton started Morris Irrigation equipped with a
pickup and a welder working on agricultural irrigation
systems. He then began designing and installing intakes,
pipelines, and pivots for farmers and other governmental
agencies located throughout South Dakota, North Dakota,
and Nebraska along the Missouri River.
In his true entrepreneurial spirit, Milton quickly began to
expand Morris Irrigation into what became Morris, Inc.
by providing several more services to his customers and
community. While Morris, Inc. still provides all aspects of
agricultural irrigation services, the company has expanded
its knowledge, resources, and expertise to provide many
services related to the highway-heavy-utility construction
industry.

Installing reinforcing steel for the column at bent seven left

Services the company provides includes:
• Fabrication
• Motor rewind shop
• Agriculture irrigation
• Construction services and asphalt
• Aggregate department
• Redi-mix
Morris, Inc. employs more than 100 employees with office
locations in Pierre and Fort Pierre. The company produces
aggregate material throughout central South Dakota.
Morris, Inc prides itself on providing customers with safe,
quality, and efficient work. No matter the size or difficulty
of your project, Morris, Inc. has the experience, knowledge,
and resources needed.

Concrete placing for the drilled shaft at bent four left
View more project photos at
pierre-ftpierrebridge.com/project-photos.
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